PRODUCT BULLETIN
NU-LUBE
We wanted Nu-lube to be the best spray lubricant
available, so that is why we included Zonyl®, an
advanced PTFE fluorocarbon polymer. (PTFE is the
slipperiest substance known to man). Nu-lube with
Zonyl® is perfect for thousands of uses. You will be
amazed at how well Nu-lube works – we guarantee it.
In developing this product we searched far and wide
to bring together the best technology and components
in order to provide you (the consumer) with a product
that will out-perform the myriad of other products in its
class.
There are literally hundreds of competitive products in
the market-place. Some are excellent in some
applications, but perform poorly in others. Some are
of little value at all – kerosene would work almost as
well. Nulon Nu-lube with Zonyl® shines in all areas of
performance. Compare it for yourself.
The words “multi-purpose” do not do this product
justice. Its applications are only limited by the
imagination of the user. The inclusion of Zonyl®
ensures that Nulon provides optimum lubricating
qualities.
Light grade solvents with surfactants
(wetting agents) ensure Nu-lube’s penetrating
abilities. Super-effective corrosion inhibitors provide
maximum rust and corrosion protection. High-quality
surfactants make it easy work for Nu-lube to displace
water.
Penetrates:
Nu-lube penetrates fast to help loosen rusted and
corroded parts. It helps prevent equipment from
seizing due to rust or heat. Nu-lube also frees up
rusted nuts and bolts and exhaust parts such as
exhaust manifold studs and nuts. Nu-lube penetrates
and lubricates locks, power antennas, taps, pipe
fittings, valves, tools and hinges. Use it anywhere a
penetrating lubricant is needed. Nu-lube with Zonyl®
helps things work like new again.
Lubricates:
Nu-lube is ideal for lubricating wheels, castors,
hinges, locks, latches, chains, bikes, in-line skates,
workshop and garden tools, fishing rods and reels.
Use Nu-lube anywhere a light and long-lasting film of
lubricant is required.
It makes assembly and
disassembly of parts easier and stops annoying
squeaks and squeals. A small amount of Nu-Lube
goes a long way.
Water Dispersant:
Nu-lube helps start wet motors fast.

moisture (water) from distributor caps and
spark plug leads.
Use Nu-lube with
Zonyl® during servicing to seal out
moisture with a micro-thin continuous film. It’s ideal
for all electrical and ignition systems, starter motors,
spark plugs and switches. Use it after degreasing
engines to protect electrical connectors from
corrosion.
Rust Preventative (anti-corrosion):
Nu-lube prevents rust and corrosion by penetrating
corrosion inhibitors into the pores of all metal
surfaces. It is ideal for gardening equipment, sporting
equipment and tools. Nu-lube protects all exposed
iron and steel surfaces against rust. Nu-lube protects
switches. Use it after degreasing engines to protect
electrical connections from corrosion.
Cleaner:
Nu-lube softens and helps clean away road tar and
splattered bugs from paintwork. It dissolves and helps
remove oil, grease, sticker adhesive, road grime and
even permanent ink. Builders spray Nu-lube on
aluminium window frames and glass to stop cement
splatter from sticking
Caution:
Use with adequate ventilation.
Get fresh air if
required. If swallowed do not induce vomiting, call
physician immediately.
Use only as directed.
Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and
inhaling the contents can be harmful or fatal. Keep out
of reach of children. Do not puncture or incinerate
can even when empty. Store in a cool place out of
the sun. Keep away from heat, flames or sources of
ignition
Packaging:
400g aerosol (6 per shrink-wrapped pack)
Part No. NUL400
Highly Flammable
Dangerous Goods Class 2.1
Miscellaneous Hazardous UN No. 1950
Propellant: Hydrocarbon
Warning
Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and
inhaling the contents can be harmful or fatal.

It disperses
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